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Wiley is pleased to announce that the Thomson ISI® 2008 Journal Citation Reports (JCR) confirm its position as one of the leading publishers in the field of Materials Science. Wiley and Wiley-VCH journals attain excellent rankings, with 3 journals ranked among the Top 10 by Impact Factor in the main category Materials Science, Multidisciplinary. The journals are strongest in Materials Science, Ceramics with rank #1 and #3.

Advanced Materials
The Impact Factor of Advanced Materials is 8.191, maintaining its status as one of the most influential journals in the field. In addition it's the second most cited journal in Materials Science with 49,008 citations.

Advanced Functional Materials
Advanced Functional Materials continues to lead the class of full-paper materials science journals with an Impact Factor of 8.808. It is listed among the Top 10 journals in four categories.

Small
With its increased Impact Factor of 8.526, Small continues to be among the top multidisciplinary journals covering a broad spectrum of topics at the nano- and microscale at the interface of materials science, chemistry, physics, engineering, medicine, and biology. Small is ranked in the Top 10 in all its categories.

Macromolecular Bioscience
Macromolecular Bioscience celebrates another significant increase in Impact Factor for the fifth time in a row with a new value of 3.298. Together with the Journal of Biomedical Materials Research, Part A with 2.706 and Part B with 2.030 the journals are listed under the Top 10 in Biomaterials.

Have also a look at the new Impact Factors of the whole Macromolecular Journals family and other leading Wiley and Wiley-VCH journals in Polymer Science at MaterialsViews.com.

Angewandte Chemie
With an Impact Factor of 10.879, Angewandte Chemie has now firmly established itself in the double digit regime and has left its competition further behind. It remains the top journal in the category Chemistry, Multidisciplinary that publishes original research.

Angewandte Chemie is the flagship journal of the German Chemical Society and published by Wiley-VCH, Wiley's prestigious chemistry publishing center of excellence in Germany.

Journal of the American Ceramic Society
Journal of the American Ceramic Society continues to rank #1 in Materials Science, Ceramics category, with an increased Impact Factor to 2.101.

International Journal of Applied Ceramic Technology
Ranking #3 in the Materials Science, Ceramics category, the International Journal of Applied Ceramic Technology has an increased Impact Factor of 1.488.

Get the latest on Materials Science at MaterialsViews.com
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